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China Doctoral/Master Dissertation Database (CNKI), The database has collected dissertations covering basic science,
engineering technologies, agriculture.

Books in the database are available in PDF format, searchable and retrievable to the chapter level, with no
restrictions on downloading or printing. Updates daily. Most indexes start from issues in , but important titles
are indexed from their first issues. As an important part of the historical archives, the database not only vividly
revealed the history, but also enriches the digital newspaper resources, providing valuable materials for the
study of modern China. Manuscripts, rare printed sources, visual images, objects and maps in this collection
have been sourced from international libraries and archives and explore the cultural and trading relationships
that emerged between America, China and the Pacific region between the 18th and early 20th centuries. Its
e-books and journals support a wide range of academic research needs, including Chinese studies. It allows
full text searching and downloading of scanned PDF files from the print periodicals. Topics include literature
and criticism, history, the visual and performing arts, cultural studies, education, political science, gender
studies, economics and many others. When a book is out of copyright, it can be viewed or downloaded it in its
entirety; other books are viewable in preview or small snippets only. Google Book Search Includes digitized
collections from participating libraries. Covering the 18th to early 20th centuries, this database documents the
socioeconomic aspects of transpacific and around-the-world commercial, scientific, and other maritime
voyages. Books are available in PDF format, searchable and retrievable to the chapter level, with no
restrictions on downloading or printing. These formerly restricted British government documents, consisting
of diplomatic dispatches, letters, newspaper cuttings, maps, reports of court cases, biographies of leading
personalities, summaries of events and diverse other materials, provide unprecedented levels of detail into one
of the most turbulent centuries of Chinese history. Covers all disciplines. Subjects found in the database
include: astronomy, geography, history, philosophy, literature, politics, economy, art, education, agriculture,
medicine and others. It was kept in the royal court and not available to common scholars and common people.
The Collection includes all the most important classics of ancient China through the Qing Dynasty. Superstar
Journals Database contains 6, full-text Chinese journals and more than 1, Core journals. This database not
only provides users with the traditional PDF format, it also enables users to stream full articles and journals to
their mobile devices. Cornell's Wason Pamphlet Collection, digitized in its entirety. Gain insight into Chinese
political and social life during the turbulent year period from to with 12 English-language Chinese historical
newspapers. The "About the book" section provides useful bibliographic and other information. In addition to
the article content, the full-image newspapers offer searchable access to advertisements, editorials, cartoons,
and classified ads that illuminate history. Google Scholar results now include links to Brown University
Library resources. Articles from broad array of peer-reviewed journals, popular and trade magazines and news
sources for nearly all areas of study; available in English, Spanish, German, French, Italian and Portuguese.
Types of material include addresses and speeches, annual reports, catalogues, examinations, guides, lecture
notes, letters, magazine articles, and minutes. Themes covered by the collection include the arts, the Chinese
diaspora including the Chinese in California , education, the foreign presence in China, foreign relations and
diplomacy, governance, international conflict, language and literature, leisure, missionaries, opium, rebellion
and revolution, science and medicine, trade, and travel and exploration. Historical events covered include the
Long March, civil war in China and the Manchurian Crisis, Japanese war, the seeds of communist victory, the
Communist revolution, the Great Leap Forward, and the Cultural Revolution. The focus is on the China trade.
All British Foreign Office files dealing with China, Hong Kong and Taiwan between and , covering important
historical events in modern Chinese history. Incorporating 19 document types including illustrations, diaries,
memoirs, and official papers, the database provides varying perspectives from politicians and diplomats to
missionaries and tourists, documenting key events during the period. This link opens in a new window New ;
at 13 volumes including index volume , the Hanyu Da Cidian is by far the most comprehensive dictionary
available for the Chinese language, including over , entries, with full definitions and historical citations for
each entry. The Documents section is rich in primary source material including ship logs, diaries,
correspondence, account books, other shipping and commercial company records, catalogs of trade goods, and
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other records of prices. Concentrations include business and economics, computers and technology,
humanities, life and physical sciences, and social and behavioral sciences. A multi-disciplinary database of
scholarly and general interest journals, books, and reports. In addition includes a range of rare printed
materials including missionary periodicals, atlases and books which help to contextualize the other sources.
These links will appear automatically if you search from an on-campus computer or use the link above;
otherwise, off-campus you must go to "Scholar Preferences" and search for "Brown". It covers many
disciplines including engineering, agronomy, social science, cultural, education, philosophy, and medicine.


